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A cognitive perspective on onomatopoetic 
picturebooks for the hearing-impaired
Miki Takeuchi
 Onomatopoeia is found in languages throughout the world. Japanese 
has many different types of onomatopoeia, often said as having at least three 
times as many as in English. To use Japanese as a mother tongue, it is necessary 
to be aware of this wealth of onomatopoeia. There are many picturebooks 
published in Japan which reflect the importance of onomatopoeia in Japanese 
and, as enjoying onomatopoeic sounds is considered a paramount activity, there 
has been a focus on word play picturebooks and picturebooks for babies and 
young children.
 Onomatopoeia can, however, be difficult for the hearing-impaired to 
acquire because it has a strong connection with sounds. So, the hearing-impaired 
have been seeking tools with visual images such as manga or comics. They have 
even requested public libraries to increase the amount of manga on their shelves. 
Although manga has the value of helping children extend their reading ability 
beyond the standard reading age, manga makes little sense to younger children. 
Therefore, picturebooks can help with this. Library teachers have used 
onomatopoeic picturebooks as course materials in special classes for the hearing-
impaired chidren.
 This paper explores the characteristics of onomatopoeia and why 
onomatopoetic picturebooks are effective for hearing-impaired children in 
learning onomatopoetic words. In order to clarify this mechanism, we will 
analyze two representative onomatopoetic picturebooks which are considered the 
most effective for the hearing-impaired; Moko-Moko-Moko by Shuntaro 
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Tanikawa and the Darumasan series by Hiroshi Kagakui.
1. Hearing impaired children and picturebooks
 Alice Hall, in her investigation of the expression of disability in 
literature in Literature and Disability, quotes Sarah, the deaf protagonist of the 
play as being ‘Children of a Lesser God’:
  “Well, my brain understands a lot; and my eyes are my ears; and my 
hands are my voice; and my language, my speech, my ability to 
communicate is as great as yours” (Medoff 84; Hall 79).
As indicated here, hearing-impaired children are just as creative as hearing 
children. However, they may still need training to make good use of their 
creativity. If they think “my eyes are my ears,” they can hear the voice from the 
information which was obtained by the sight. Picturebooks have such a potential 
that hearing voice from the picture.
 I had a unique experience in my librarian teaching course. I asked my 
students to choose certain picturebooks, focusing on a particular target reader. 
One group chose an onomatopoetic picturebook for hearing impaired children. 
That picturebook was titled Moko-Moko-Moko which became the focus of my 
study as I will explain later. They used this onomatopoetic picturebook in a 
special class and proved it was welcomed by hearing-impaired children.
	 After this experience, I looked into previous research and found that 
onomatopoetic picturebooks are already used in special classes including for 
hearing-impaired children. However, most of the research only refers to the 
hearing-impaired children’s enjoyment of these picturebooks. It does not identify 
the mechanics of how they understand onomatopoeic words in picturebooks. 
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Here, I will focus on how and why hearing-impaired children engage 
productively and creativity with onomatopoetic picturebooks, such as Moko-
Moko-Moko.
	 I investigated more than 50 Japanese onomatopoetic picturebooks and 
built the following hypothesis. Picturebooks are effective in helping the hearing-
impaired, learn onomatopoeic words in three main ways. The first is through the 
combination of “word plus picture.” Pictures and words together are helpful in 
expressing a sense of feeling. The second is through the act of the turning pages 
of the book. Page turning aids with seeing and experiencing the process of 
movement. Therefore, over two or more pages, various changes of state, actions 
and nuances of meanings can be observed. The third is through the actual story. 
The structure of a story enables its audience to predict or infer the meanings of 
words. Most picturebooks use humor and convey joy, so that children can enjoy a 
story while acquiring linguistic skills.
2. The cognitive approach
 This analysis takes on a cognitive approach rather than a practical one. 
As in Maria Nikolajeva’s Reading for Learning, the cognitive approach looks at a 
reader’s cognitive ability from developmental psychology’s theory of mind.(77-
80)
 Humans hear a sound and recognize it as a word through a cognitive 
process. And this cognitive process is learned unconsciously from their early 
childhood experiences. One example is how humans portray in speech and 
writing the sound a dog makes when it barks. In its written form, Americans 
would write the barking sound as bow-wow, while the British as woof-woof, and 
the Japanese as wan-wan. However, this doesn’t mean that dogs bark differently 
around the world.
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	 Hearing capability is not directly connected to language acquisition, as 
Dana Suskind demonstrates in her book, Thirty million words: Building a child’s 
brain. In a project conducted at Chicago University, it was discovered that a 
child’s development has a correlation with the amount of time that spoken 
language is used with them in their early childhood, especially the first four 
years of their lives. In other words, the more the parents spoke to their child, the 
more language the child was able to acquire.
	 Suskind researched cases of hearing-impaired infants who had cochlear 
implant operations and subsequently gained hearing ability. However, there was 
a vast difference in gaining language acquisition skills between babies who had 
had this operation. Dr Suskind puts this difference down to their family 
environments. The cognitive development was far more advanced in those 
children whose families had communicated with them constantly and intimately 
since birth. On the other hand, the language acquisition of the children whose 
families didn’t communicate with them as closely was not as developed.
3. Japanese onomatopoeia and visual images
 According to the Japanese Onomatopoeia Dictionary (Ono, 11–29), 
Japanese onomatopoeia has three distinct categories as follows:
  1. Sounds which appear from other than the human vocal chords (eg. 
meow – nyâo – tonton), which is giseigo(擬声語)
  2. Words which arise from human vocal chords and sounds which 
cannot be distinguished (eg. bark with a ‘wân’, groan, moan or howl 
with a considered ‘ûmu’), which is giongo(擬音語)
  3. Word descriptions which indicate silent actions, perceptions or states 
(eg. giragira; shine with a twinkle, hirahira; a floating leaf), which is 
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gitaigo(擬態語)
In summary, onomatopoeia are words which express sounds or soundless 
perceptions; not necessarily sounds per se. However, for the hearing-impaired, 
an element which has relation with sound is critical, even if it is small. From the 
point view of sound, these three categories of Japanese onomatopoeia can be 
divided into two groups; whether it is related to sound or not.
	 The first group, which is related to the sound is giongo (擬音語) and 
giseigo (擬声語), on (音) means “sound” and sei (声) means voice. This group 
imitates sounds and is similar to onomatopoeia in other languages. The second 
group is gitaigo	(擬 態 語), tai (態) means state or attitude, so gitaigo words 
depict a changing state or situation such as movement, gestures and emotions 
which may not have sound like a verb.
	 The first group is recognized as onomatopoeia in other languages but 
the second group is usually took as mimetic words. Uniqueness of Japanese 
onomatopoeia exists in the second group. The Japanese language has a lot of 
gitaigo words because it has fewer verbs than other languages. (Akita 69) For 
example, a very polpular picture bookmaker, Taro Gomi was so impressed by the 
richness of Japanese gitaigo that he made a book only using gitaigo ; Japanese 
Gitaigo Dictionay. (2004)
	 Then, moving on to the relationship between onomatopoeia and the 
hearing-impaired. When we read a picturebook, we see picture and hear the 
voice of text reading simultaneously. To understand giongo, the first group, some 
other supplemental methods such as lip reading is helpful for hearing-impaired 
children, because giongo is deeply related to the sound.
	 However, gitaigo, the second group, is another issue. Since gitaigo is 
not directly connected to sounds, there is not so much difference of recognizing 
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process between hearing-impaired children and hearing children.
 A nuance or feeling of gitaigo can be conveyed effectively by a visual 
image. For example, an introductory art textbook contains a lesson on expressing 
gitaigo. This is my drawing in an art lesson when I was asked to “expresses 
sound and touch with lines.” <Figure 1> The first picture is gata-gata (ガタガタ) 
meaning a clattering sound -- something similiar a rolling bolt. The second 
picture is chiku-chiku (チクチク) meaning prickly or spiky, like a baby-
hedgehog’s spikes. The third one is fuwa-fuwa (ふわふわ) meaning soft and 
fluffy, like cotton wool. These kinds of 
expressions are difficult to understand 
only f rom the sound. Thus, many 
Japanese onomatopoeic words depict a 
sense of feeling, so that they can be 
conveyed through a visual image as 
seen here.
4. Moko-Moko-Moko
 I will analyse two picturebooks in this paper. the 
f i rst  one is Moko-Moko-Moko.  This is a beginners 
picturebook which uses only onomatopoetic words. The 
author is Shuntaro Tanikawa, a famous poet.
 How has this book been received by children? 
Yo s h i a k i  Us h i r o ,  i n  E h o n  k a r a  G i o n go  G i t a igo 
Puchipuchipôn (2005) considers it the leading book amongst 
over forty picturebooks and pointed out the attractive narration as follows:
  Moko-Moko-Moko’s seemingly abstract pictures are well received by 
<Figure 1>
<Figure 2>
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children because the pictures express onomatopoeia intuitively. It 
superbly merges intuitive onomatopoeia and mimetic words with 
intuitive pictures. … Since its publication in the 1980s, many other 
such onomatopoeic picturebooks have been released. It was truly a 
revolutionary book (Ushiro 24).
Infants recognize the blend of intuitive onomatopoeia, mimetic words 
and pictures along with sound, but the hearing impaired can read this book 
through elements other than sound. In Moko-moko-moko, 10 onomatopoeic 
words are used. Only one word is giongo, which is sound related. The other 9 are 
gitaigo, which depict a state, with ‘mimetic words’ which are less sound-related 
than onomatopoeic words. Pictures are therefore especially useful to show 
certain motions and states. So gitaigo, mimetic words are also more accessible to 
a hearing-impaired audience with the same way as hearing.
Here are examples of how gitaigo are used in Moko-Moko-Moko. In the 
first picture <Figure 3>, the only thing that is in the picture is a line, like the 
horizon. And the word written here is shiin (しーん), meaning silence. In the
second picture <Figure4>, there is a line and a semi-circle, and the word written 
here is moko (もこ), meaning lump or bump. The lump therefore arises from an
extremely silent page. The action of page turning expresses the change of state. It 
<Figure 3> <Figure 4>
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evokes the image of something rising slowly and aligns the image with the word 
moko.
 The next three pages can be best explained by using the musical term, 
crescendo, which expresses a situation that gradually grows. In the first 
picture<Figure4>, there is a moko. In the next picture (pp3-4) the lump doubles 
in size alongside the words, moko-moko, In the third(pp5-6), the size of lump 
becomes huge, with the word moko repeated three times, moko-moko-moko. The 
picturebook thus illustrates the changing state of the lump; it increases greatly in 
size.
 Another part of the book introduces a small red ball. <Figure 5> On the 
next page <Figure 6>, it appears with the word pooh (ぷうっ ) which indicates a 
puff of air, like a balloon. On the following page <Figure 7>, the red ball 
becomes huge like a sun with the word gira-gira (ぎらぎら), which means glaring 
or blazing. On the next page <Figure 8>, there are small white triangles scattered 
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middle of the picture. With this sapping word, we can assume that an explosion 
has taken place. If you look only at the third page, you might think the image 
depicts the sun, but through its placement within other images on the previous 
pages, it can be interpreted as a balloon getting bigger and bigger, which 
explodes in the end.
 The sequence of pages conjures several possibilities or various 
interpretations of simple abstract pictures. The point is, this sequence of pictures 
is not directly related to the sound, so the hearing-impaired can learn 
onomatopoetic words in the same way as hearing children. It may also useful for 
foreigners who study Japanese language. Picturebooks are effective for the 
language acquisition of Japanese onomatopoetic words.
5. The Darumasan series
 Along with Moko-Moko-Moko, there is another book which is useful 
for the hearing-impaired, the Darumasan series by Hiroshi Kagakui. The series 
has 3 volumes and total sales is more than 5.5 million by 2018. The first volume 
is Darumasan ga (2008). A darumasan is a traditional Japanese round red doll 
that looks like Humpty Dumpty. It also evokes the popular and traditional 
Japanese children’s game called Darumasan ga koronda which means 
“Darumasan falls down.”
 The first picture <Figure 10> in Darumasan ga book depicts a fallen-
over Darumasan with the sound dotte (どてっ ) which means thud. In the second 
picture <Figure 11>, the sound is pushuw (ぷしゅー). This sound depicts the 
sound of a balloon deflating. The word in the third picture <Figure 12> is biroon 
(びろーん). It has a sound as something is stretched like melted cheese. The effect 
of turning the pages is that the process of movement is both seen and experienced 
and thus a mimicry of such actions can help with ‘working out’ meaning of the 
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scenes.
 If you only look at the first motion picture of the Darumasan <Figure 
10>, you might think that Darumasan is sleeping, however, because there is an 
image of Darumasan’s regular stance on the front cover <Figure 9>, the turning 
of the pages also helps readers understand that the action of falling down has 
taken place, and that the ‘ga’ marks the subject of the action which has fallen 
down.
 Repeating the word Darumasan “ga” gives reader an image of the 
function of the particle. Hearing children can grasp this process also from dairy 
conversation but hearing-impaired children can encounter similar situation in 
onomatopoetic picturebooks.
 Darumasan’s humour and changes of state invite laughter. Amidst the 
mimetic words used here, the only onomatopoeic sound is the ‘pop’ which 
describes the fart. The other four words are gitaigo, mimetic words which 
describe the smiling, stretching, deflating and falling-over of Darumasan. Like 
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rather than sound.
 The second book is Darumasan no, and it 
shows the usage of the particle no which is like the 
English preposition ‘of’. Darumasan’s possessives 
develop as follows:
 Eyes have glasses
 Hands have gloves
 Teeth have a toothbrush
 Hair has a hat
Lastly, in the picture of a tail, the punchline says, “Oh, is it there?” and evokes 
laughter because traditional Darumasan has no tail. Darumasan series contains 
humorous pages at the end.
 The third volume of Darumasan series is Darumasan to. ‘To’ is another 
particle. It means “with.” In this book, Darumasan is interacting with others; 
fruits such as a strawberry, a melon and so forth. In the f irst instance, 
Darumasan politely bows to a strawberry with the word peko (ぺこっ ). Peko is 
gitaigo which indicates a state, or in this case, the action of something light 
bending, like a plastic stick. The second picture is of the act of gyu (ぎ ゅ っ ). 
From the picture of Darumasan tightly hugging a melon and the accompanying 
onomatopoeic word, the meaning can be understood as ‘a big hug’.
<Figure 14> <Figure 15>
<Figure 13>
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 Each t itle in the t r ilogy, Darumasan ga, Darumasan no, and 
Darumasan to, is different by only one orthographic character. The character 
represents a different particle which follows each mention of… ‘ga’ (nominative 
case), ‘no’ (possessive and descriptor) and ‘to’ (preposition) which operate like 
prepositions in English syntax and they are difficult for both foreign learners of 
Japanese language. A particle is like a preposition, but is “a postpositional word” 
in Japanese grammar that functions as an auxiliary to a main word. Particles are 
also difficult to grasp for the hearing-impaired.( Kijima, Sugawara and Okano , 
55)
Conclusion
 By analyzing onomatopoeic picturebooks from the perspective of the 
hearing-impaired, we have discovered interesting characteristics of Japanese 
onomatopoeia that Japanese is rich in gitaigo or mimetic words. Among several 
categories of Japanese onomatopoeia, especially gitaigo is expressed well in 
picturebooks, because
 1) gitaigo are not directly related to sounds
 2) status are well described in visual images
 3) actions or changes are interpreted by the turning of the pages
The acquisition of Japanese language is considered to be difficult for the hearing-
impaired because of the vast ar ray of onomatopoeic sounds, but both 
onomatopoeic and mimetic words can best be expressed through a combination 
of pictures and words. Moreover, the multimodal sounds and images in 
picturebooks make such books eminently suitable for acquiring onomatopoeic 
concepts not only for the hearing-impaired but also for those learning Japanese 
as a second language.
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